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Abstract 

With the rise of Industry 4.0 technological trends, there is a growing tendency in manufacturing automation towards collaborative 
robots. Human-robot collaboration (HRC) is motivated by the combination of complementary human and robot skills and 
intelligence, which can increase productivity, flexibility and adaptability. However, it is still challenging to achieve safe and 
efficient human-robot collaborative systems due to the dynamics of human presence, uncertainties in the dynamic environment, 
and the need for adaptability. Such uncertainties could relate to the human-robot capabilities and availability, parts positioning, 
unexpected obstacles, etc. This paper develops time-based simulations and event-based simulations to model and analyse the 
dynamic factors in human-robot collaboration systems. The novelty of this work is the systematic modelling and analysis of 
dynamic factors in HRC manufacturing scenarios through the development of digital simulations of human-robot collaboration 
scenarios while considering the dynamic nature of humans and environments. A real-world industrial case study was redesigned 
into a collaborative workstation. The simulated scenario is developed using the software called Tecnomatix Process Simulate, 
which can help to visualise the dynamic factors and analyse the impact of the factors on the HRC. The simulation illustrates and 
analyses possible uncertainties in human-robot industrial collaborative workstations, which can contribute to the future design of 
HRC industrial workstations and the optimisation of productivity.   
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1. Introduction 

The fourth industrial revolution, known as Industry 4.0, is related to the integration of advanced digital technologies 
and artificial intelligence (AI) on many shop floors. Industrial robots have been successfully used to perform repetitive 
tasks with high precision [1]. However, there are tasks, such as complicated assembly work, that are less structured 
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and too complex to be fully automated and thus cannot be totally performed by robots. Moreover, evaluation of 
performance and flexible adjustment by humans are sometimes necessary, which makes it impossible to fully replace 
humans with robots. Therefore, human-robot collaboration (HRC) systems are developed in industry to take advantage 
of effectively combining high human flexibility and high robot productivity. As the new production paradigm, human 
operators and collaborative, sensitive robots work closely in a shared workspace—precisely, efficiently and 
ergonomically. 

Although collaborative humans and robots are now coming into widespread use in industry, there still exist great 
challenges in achieving safe and efficient human-robot collaborative systems due to the dynamic nature of humans, 
uncertainties in the unstructured environment and the need for adaptability. Assembly work is significantly important 
in manufacturing, which integrates various parts and components of a particular product. It is still limited to apply 
HRC in complex, continually changing and variety-oriented assembly lines. The environment of ordinary industrial 
robotics is structured and known, while in HRC systems, the robots are required to interact with operators who may 
potentially have different skills and capabilities in unstructured environments. Because of the dynamic nature of 
human operators, the unstructured workspace and other random disruptions on the plant floor (e.g. machine tool 
random failure) in HRC industrial systems, there exist many uncertainties in HRC systems, which require the 
collaborative robot (cobot) to accommodate high complexity and dynamic changes in the systems. The current practice 
is mostly a manual process that depends heavily on human expertise. The cobot is pre-programmed to perform 
repetitive tasks in limited assembly tasks. When assembly tasks change or any unpredicted uncertainties happen, the 
whole system may fail and need to be reprogrammed by robotic experts [1]. A large amount of research has focused 
on developing adaptive robot assistants for specific uncertainties (e.g. part positioning adaptivity). Limited studies 
have been performed to systematically summarise, model and analyse the impact of dynamic factors in HRC industrial 
workspaces. Therefore, there is a need to systematically summarise, model and analyse dynamic factors in HRC 
manufacturing scenarios, considering the dynamic nature of humans and the unstructured environment.  

Keeping this challenge and the literature gap in mind, this paper aims to systematically model and analyse dynamic 
factors in HRC manufacturing scenarios through the development of digital simulations of human-robot collaboration 
scenarios while considering the dynamic nature of humans and the environment. The objectives of this paper are as 
follows: 
• To present a summary of possible uncertainties in human-robot industrial collaborations 
• To develop time-based simulations and event-based simulations to model and analyse the dynamic factors in 

human-robot collaboration systems. 
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is a literature review about dynamic factors in human-robot 

collaborative systems. Section 3 summarises the important dynamic factors in HRC systems and explains how to 
model them in digital simulations. In Section 4, digital simulations are developed based on a real-world industrial 
assembly case study to visualise and analyse the dynamic factors in HRC workspaces. Finally, conclusions and future 
research directions are provided in Section 5. 

2. Literature review: complexity and dynamic factors in human-robot collaborative systems  

Manufacturing factories, which are committed to a continuous pursuit of productivity and quality, often meet 
challenges in coping with high production complexities and uncertainties. The application of HRC in complex, 
continually changing and variety-oriented manufacturing processes is still limited. One of the main challenges is that 
the HRC assembly environment is complex and dynamic. Some researchers have discussed system dynamics and 
human-robot coordination in implementing agent-based manufacturing systems. Because of the frequently changing 
situations—political situations change, delay in arrival of the materials, power supplies break down, failure in the 
production facilities, absence of workers, new orders arrival and changes or cancellation in existing orders—there 
exist great uncertainties in real-world manufacturing environments [2]. Since workstation layout problems affect the 
total manufacturing cost significantly, they can be considered a critical issue in the early stages of designing flexible 
manufacturing systems (FMSs), particularly in volatile environments where uncertainty in product demands is 
inevitable. The researchers proposed mathematical models for designing dynamic workstation layouts in uncertain 
environments [3]. Moreover, there are many stochastic events and high uncertainties in actual manufacturing systems. 
Disturbances such as machine breakdown in the production line can always result in the invalidation of original plans 
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and schedules [4]. Many studies have focused on dynamic task scheduling because of the unexplored human-robot 
capability and availability: generating optimal task sequences considering the characteristics of humans and robots [5, 
6], a real-time adaptive assembly scheduling approach for human-robot collaboration by modelling and incorporating 
changing human capabilities [7], real-time scheduling based on dynamic data-driven simulation (DDDS) [8], an event-
triggered scheduling method [9] and agent-based scheduling [10]. To produce robust solutions when facing dynamic 
human interventions, task-and-motion planning algorithms are developed to support robot re-planning against human 
operators’ interventions [11]. 

The dynamic nature of humans brings uncertainties into the HRC environment. Golan [12] summarised several 
factors that are likely to influence a worker’s performance: fatigue, which is known to increase task completion time 
and the rate of error; learning, which indicates the proficiency of the worker; and attentiveness, which refers to the 
level of concentration on the task without being distracted by irrelevant information. These factors can significantly 
influence a human worker’s efficiency and accuracy, and they can even cause errors or safety issues in HRC systems. 
Moreover, the dynamic nature of humans, changes in task sequences and human interference are common in 
workstations. Therefore, in HRC scenarios, robots are often required to dynamically change their pre-planned tasks 
to adapt to these dynamic factors and collaborate with human operators in a shared dynamic workspace.  

Currently, manufacturing is transitioning from unplanned failures to failure prognostics that will remove problems 
before they occur. Therefore, there is a need to model and simulate the dynamic factors in HRC scenarios and validate 
the setup and robot programmes before developing complex physical systems. An answer to the complex behaviour 
of an HRC system is to somehow (re)-design the system in a simulation, predict the future under maximum known 
variables and implement it. Although HRC engineers value the idea of digital simulations and the benefits of digital 
validation, they rarely develop simulations in an event-based manner to model and analyse the dynamic factors in 
HRC scenarios. In the following section, key dynamic factors in HRC systems are summarised and a method for 
modelling the dynamic factors is explained.   

3. Modelling the Uncertainties in Human-Robot Industrial Collaborations 

3.1. Dynamic factors and uncertainties in human-robot industrial collaborations 

The human-robot hybrid work environment is complex and dynamic. Humans are complex. Not only as a group of 
humans, but even as individuals, they exhibit a complex behaviour that is often difficult to predict. Given the dynamic 
nature of humans and unstructured environments, human-robot systems do not always perform flawlessly. In cases 
where human and robot are collaboratively and continuously performing tasks, dynamic factors can affect the 
efficiency or even the completion of the production. In human-robot collaborations, humans and robots share the same 
environment to complete tasks. Human workers, robots, the shared tasks and the shared workspace can be regarded 
as four primary components in HRC systems. The possible dynamic factors in industrial HRC systems are categorised 
into human factors, robot factors, task factors and workspace factors, which will be described in what follows. 

Due to the dynamic nature of humans, human factors bring dynamics into HRC systems: 
• Human capability: According to the capabilities of humans, subtasks can be assigned to human-only, robot-only, 

and human-or-robot. The last type of task may be dynamically allocated to humans or robots. Moreover, during 
human-robot collaborations, human capabilities are subject to change due to factors such as experience, fatigue, 
workload, and environmental effects, which may lead to dynamic changes in task allocation. 

• Human availability: The task sequence dynamically changes depending on the availability of humans. For 
example, robots may require waiting until the worker is available to perform a certain subtask. 

• Human task completion time: The time consumption for every procedure an operator conducts is uncertain. This 
may be related to whether he or she is a skilled worker. Human fatigue level and concentration level also influence 
human task completion time.  

• Close humans: The operator works closely around the worktable, requiring the robot to identify the distance from 
the person and adjust its moving speed. 

• Human mistakes: Human mistakes may require reassembly, replanning new task sequences or the robot replans 
its motions and paths. For example, a human arm may suddenly block the robot’s original trajectory. 
Although the characteristics of the robots remain unchanged, some robot factors may still influence the HRC system:  
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• Robot availability: The robot availability affects task allocation and task planning.  
• Robot collaboration mode: Based on the ISO 10218-1/2:2011 standard, the robot should move at a safe reduced 

speed (less than 250 mm/s) in collaborative environment [13]. Therefore, when the human and the robot are 
working closely, the robot should work within the collaborative speed which is 250 mm/s, and may quickly stop 
when people get too close.  
The task may change frequently in real-world manufacturing systems:  

• Product modifications: Companies tend to keep updating their products, so the task requirements may frequently 
change.  

• Task sequence: Although there might be a list of assembly tasks, the tasks are not necessarily in sequential order 
and many tasks can be done in parallel. Humans have their own preferences; thus, they may conduct different task 
sequences.  
Workspace uncertainties and the unstructured environment also encourage the collaborative workstation to be 

uncertain: 
• Part availability: Parts or other tools may be unavailable due to the random errors of feeding devices.  
• Part location: The positioning of the parts and their geometry are not always the same, affecting the robot’s motion 

planning to pick and place. 
• Unexpected obstacles: Some unexpected obstacles may exist, making the workstation unstructured. This can cause 

low production rates and collisions with robots or other resources, resulting in safety hazards. 
• Existence of other human workers: Other human workers may also stay at the workstation. The robot should be 

able to detect close humans and decrease its moving velocity. 
In the case where humans and robots are collaboratively and continuously performing tasks, dynamic factors can 

affect the efficiency or even the completion of the production. Robots are expected to be more human-compatible to 
cover more plausible, changeable scenes towards the enhanced intelligence of the robot that plays into this kind of 
collaboration. There is a need to model and analyse uncertainties for the trustworthy validation of any future 
modifications, thus making the HRC system more robust and truly adaptable. The next subsection explains how to 
model the five selected dynamic factors in HRC systems using digital simulations. 

3.2. Modelling the uncertainties in human-robot industrial collaborations 

Digital simulations provide insights into complex production systems to develop and test operating policies before 
implementing them in the real world [14, 15]. In the field of industrial robotics, virtual simulation is a well-known 
concept to plan, predict, scale and safely test different scenarios in the planning, validation and optimisation of robotic 
systems [16]. Besides the classical use of simulations in product and system design, an emerging trend is to flexibly 
model the dynamics in a digital space to see, think and react to the environmental changes brought about by the 
dynamic and unpredictable nature of humans. This approach will help the HRC system evaluate, react and adapt to 
the impact of the dynamic factors in production.  

Siemens Tecnomatix Process Simulate is a digital manufacturing solution for manufacturing process design and 
verification in a 3D dynamic environment. Digital simulations (time-based and event-based simulation) of both the 
components and dynamics of a human-robot collaboration system can be developed in Process Simulate. This section 
describes the characteristics of time-based simulations and event-based simulations and explains how to model the 
dynamic factors in these simulations. 

There are two types of digital simulations in Process Simulate: time-based simulation and event-based simulation. 
Time-based simulation has a pre-defined duration of operation, and it is strictly defined in every scenario of a given 
simulation. Therefore, time-based simulation is first developed to verify the workstation layout. In event-based 
simulation, the logic of the process and the events that occur during the simulation determine the course of the 
simulation. The sequence of the operations is only one element of the complete logic definition. Event-based 
simulation is more realistic and enables the simulation of dynamic factors in HRC scenarios. 

With the function of logic resources, transition conditions and signals, event-based simulation enables users to 
model and analyse the dynamic factors in HRC scenarios. First, material flow is defined, which consists of operations, 
links between them and information about parts and resources assigned to the operation. In event-based simulations, 
different operations are triggered by different signals. Logic resources can contain entry and exit values connected 
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with signals as well as any number of parameters and constants. Logic block (LB) is a resource that contains a defined 
logic behaviour with respect to the control system, derived from one or more specified inputs and outputs in an 
equation or formula. To model the uncertainties in human task completion time, we assume that the human action’s 
completion time can be described with a normal distribution (shown below), where the human action’s completion 
time X is normally distributed with mean 𝜇𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎𝜎.  

 
𝑋𝑋 ∼ 𝑁𝑁(𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎2)                         (1) 

 
Since the RANDOM() function is contained in the software as a recommended function to create a random number 
to represent completion time. Therefore, in this paper, this function is applied to simulate random task completion 
times for humans. Task transition logics are defined for each robotic task that examine the conditions to be fulfilled 
when activating or stopping the robot. Virtual sensors are equipped to detect the presence or position of assembly 
components and the human worker in the workstation and then output signals to trigger the next task. If the logic is 
fulfilled, the robotic task is executed. A logic-driven simulation offers extended control over the process, and 
additional logics can be defined to create what-if scenarios. Each robotics and manual task can be visualised and 
performed in the digital simulations. Logics are defined that ensure the completion of each task and initiate the next 
task according to different signals, thus forming an event-driven simulation.  

4. Case Study 

A real-world industrial case study of the assembly of three parts (pistons, extensions, and plungers) is redesigned 
into a collaboration workstation. Five important dynamic factors in HRC systems are modelled in time-based 
simulations and event-based simulations. The simulation results are analysed to illustrate the impact of the dynamic 
factors.  

4.1. Case description and human-robot task allocation 

In the industrial case study, three parts are required to be assembled: pistons, extensions and plungers (Fig. 1). The 
conventional mode of production is manual, and current times for a skilled worker to assemble a piston, an extension 
and a plunger are 15 s, 40 s and 46 s, respectively. The HRC cell is supposed to reduce human hours while maintaining 
the same production rate. Each assembly task is evaluated for its ease of HRC automation. Task evaluation for cobot 
automation is different from conventional robotic automation, as additional parameters, particularly for safety 
implications, need to be considered. A complexity-based task allocation method [17] can be used to decompose each 
task into its attributes and assign an automation potential score, thus identifying the tasks carrying higher automation 
potential, assigning the right resource and balancing the assembly process. Importantly, the following criteria are 
considered to decide the task allocation of the robot: 

– The complexity of achieving the task by the robot  
– The complexity of robot control 
– Reliability of the robot deployment  

Table 1 shows the final decisions on piston, extension and plunger assembly procedures and task allocations of human 
and robot. 

Table 1. Assembly operations of pistons, extensions, and plungers 

No.  Part Operation Manual time 
(estimated) 

Suggested 
resource 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Piston  
Pick up piston and place in nest 
Pick up “O” Seal and place into groove 
Pick up “O” Seal and place into groove 
Place in sizer 

 
3s 
3s 
3s 
 

 
Human 
Human 
Human 
Robot 

 
1 

Extension  
Pick up extension and place in nest 

 
3s 

 
Human 
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with signals as well as any number of parameters and constants. Logic block (LB) is a resource that contains a defined 
logic behaviour with respect to the control system, derived from one or more specified inputs and outputs in an 
equation or formula. To model the uncertainties in human task completion time, we assume that the human action’s 
completion time can be described with a normal distribution (shown below), where the human action’s completion 
time X is normally distributed with mean 𝜇𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎𝜎.  

 
𝑋𝑋 ∼ 𝑁𝑁(𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎2)                         (1) 
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task into its attributes and assign an automation potential score, thus identifying the tasks carrying higher automation 
potential, assigning the right resource and balancing the assembly process. Importantly, the following criteria are 
considered to decide the task allocation of the robot: 

– The complexity of achieving the task by the robot  
– The complexity of robot control 
– Reliability of the robot deployment  

Table 1 shows the final decisions on piston, extension and plunger assembly procedures and task allocations of human 
and robot. 

Table 1. Assembly operations of pistons, extensions, and plungers 

No.  Part Operation Manual time 
(estimated) 

Suggested 
resource 

 
1 
2 
3 
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Piston  
Pick up piston and place in nest 
Pick up “O” Seal and place into groove 
Pick up “O” Seal and place into groove 
Place in sizer 

 
3s 
3s 
3s 
 

 
Human 
Human 
Human 
Robot 

 
1 

Extension  
Pick up extension and place in nest 

 
3s 

 
Human 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Pick up bullet and place next to extension 
Pick up seal and place over bullet 
Pick up bullet and place over extension 
Pick up pusher and push seal down into groove 
Check seal is set in groove 
Pick up extension and place in sizer 

3s 
3s 
 
 
 

 

Human 
Human 
Robot 
Robot 
Human 
Robot 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Plunger  
Pick up plunger and place in nest 
Place three bullets next to the plunger 
Pick up seals and place over bullets 
Place bullet (1) over part 
Pick up pusher and push seal1 down into groove 
Place bullet (2) over part 
Pick up pusher and push seal2 down into groove 
Rotate plunger 
Place bullet (3) over part 
Pick up pusher and push seal3 down into groove 
Check and tag 

 
3s 
3s 
3s 
 

 
Human 
Human 
Human 
Robot 
Robot 
Robot 
Robot 
Robot 
Robot 
Robot 
Human 

12  Pick up plunger and place in sizer  Robot 
 

 
Fig. 1. Assembly parts. (a) Piston, (b) extension, (c) plunger. 

 
As shown in Table 1, most of the pick-and-place tasks are allocated to the robot. Pick-up parts and place into sizers 

can be regarded as repetitive tasks, assigning these tasks to a robot can save human effort and help to achieve the same 
task in less time and work for a longer time with no interruption. It is challenging for robots to pick up a single item 
from a jumbled tray, so that tasks of picking up objects from the tray and placing them into sizers are allocated to 
human workers. Soft seals bring complexity for robots to pick up seals from containers and place seals over bullets 
with limited project time. Operations that pick-up seals and place seals over bullets require more accuracy, therefore, 
these tasks are kept manual to eliminate the complexity of the robot control.  

4.2. Modelling and simulation of HRC industrial case study with five dynamic factors  

The proposed HRC assembly station comprises a robot manipulator and a human operator that jointly complete the 
assembly in a collaborative fashion. Universal Robot UR-5 e-series was selected, which has six degrees of freedom, 
a payload capacity of 5 kg and a reach of 850 mm. The robot is equipped with a parallel-fingers SCHUNK gripper 
EGP 64-N-N-B with a finger length of 40 mm. Computer aided design (CAD) models of the cobot and other resources 
(parts, table, trays, etc.) in JT format are imported into the simulation. The layout of the workstation is shown in Fig. 
2. In time-based simulation, the assembly sequence is defined as piston-extension-plunger, while the time 
consumption is based on the estimated time from Table 1 provided by the industrial company. A Gantt chart of the 
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time-based simulation is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2. Workstation layout. (a) Isometric view of the workstation. (b) top view of the workstation. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Gantt chart of time-based simulation. 

 
The following dynamic factors are modelled, simulated and analysed in the event-based simulations: 

a) Human task completion time: Random functions are used to generate random task times based on the estimated 
average time. As for the piston, there are two key signals in the piston logic block. The entry signal named ‘Piston’ 
indicates that the assembly of the piston begins. Random function-TON(SR(piston, pistonfinish), RANDOM(4, 
9))-is applied to the exit signal ‘PistonReady’ to set a random human task time. When the operator finishes the task, 
the exit signal will be triggered to indicate that the human task is finished, and the robot can begin its task. Similar 
random functions are also applied to the logic blocks of the extension and plunger. 

b) Task sequence: The ‘task sequence’ variable is set to be random using the RANDOM(1, 3) function. This function 
generates random numbers to represent different assembly sequences. With the random task sequence variable, the 
robot can assemble the parts with different sequences according to the variable.  

c) Unexpected obstacles: In this case study, factor of unexpected obstacles is modelled. A model of the obstacle is 
created in the parts, and when the sensor detects that there is an obstacle on the table, the input signal ‘obstacle’ 
will turn on. Then, the robot will first pick up the detected obstacle and place it in another location. The robot will 
choose a suitable path from predefined paths to avoid collision with other resources.   
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generates random numbers to represent different assembly sequences. With the random task sequence variable, the 
robot can assemble the parts with different sequences according to the variable.  

c) Unexpected obstacles: In this case study, factor of unexpected obstacles is modelled. A model of the obstacle is 
created in the parts, and when the sensor detects that there is an obstacle on the table, the input signal ‘obstacle’ 
will turn on. Then, the robot will first pick up the detected obstacle and place it in another location. The robot will 
choose a suitable path from predefined paths to avoid collision with other resources.   
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d) Robot collaboration mode switch: The human worker can switch the mode of the robot to industry (non-
collaborative) mode or collaborative mode. The robot will automatically be set on industry mode and work at a 
faster speed. When the human worker switches on the collaborative mode, the signal ‘collaboration_mode’ will be 
triggered, and the velocity of the robot will decrease to a collaborative speed defined as 250 mm/s [13].  

e) Close human: A digital human model is developed. The simulated human will work closely with the robot 
randomly, while the robot is required to detect the presence and location of the human with the equipped sensors 
including proximity sensors, photoelectric sensors, and joint distance sensors. Virtual sensor models are integrated 
to emulate physical sensors and are equipped to detect the presence or position of the human worker. When 
detecting that the human is working closely with the robot, the robot can adapt to the situation by decreasing the 
working speed from industry speed to a collaborative speed of 250 mm/s. Otherwise, the robot works at full speed 
when away from people.  
The key signals are shown in Fig. 4(a). Besides the above-mentioned signals, ‘Start_Scenario’ indicates when the 

assembly starts; the ‘humanwalkin’ signal indicates that the operator is close to the robot, so that the robot needs to 
decrease the working speed; and ‘Simulation Time’ is applied to count the full assembly time in the simulation. Input 
and output signals for each operation with the transition logics are shown in Fig. 4(b). Finally, different simulations 
are generated to show the cycle time with different random dynamic factors. 

Fig. 4. (a) Key signals in event-based simulation. (b) Sequence editor with signals and transition logics. 

4.3. Tests and analysis 

Once the dynamic factors are modelled and digital simulations are achieved for the proposed HRC assembly system, 
the tests are performed to analyse the impact of dynamic factors on the HRC scenarios. As discussed in the previous 
sections, five dynamic factors are modelled and simulated in the event-based simulations. Through different 
permutations, there are 13 different HRC scenarios (Table 2) with different dynamic factors. By performing the 
assembly tasks in event-based simulations, an accurate estimation of the task times can be generated. Each scenario 
was run 20 times to record the simulation time for assembling one set of parts (including one piston, one extension 
and one plunger) under different dynamic factors, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.  

It is worth mentioning that the No. 0 scenario can be regarded as a standard that was created in a time-based 
simulation, and the data of this simulation refer to the relevant data from the company assembling these parts. 
Therefore, the standard time of assembly of one set of parts (one piston, one extension and one plunger) is 93 s. Fig. 
6 shows the box plot of the simulation times of the scenarios with different dynamic factors. 

In the first scenario, the random human task time is simulated, and the average simulation time is similar to the 
standard task time. The second scenario indicates that the simulation is robust to changes in the assembly task sequence. 
When unexpected obstacles exist in scenario 3, the robot is able to move the obstacle into collision avoidance positions 
while the human focus is on own task, which saves idle time. When the collaboration mode of the robot is switched 
on, the moving speed of the robot remains at 250 mm/s, thus increasing the task completion time to around 132 s. In 
scenarios 5, 8, 10 and 12, the dynamic factor of a randomly close-human is simulated so that the digital human model 
works randomly close to the robot, which requires the robot to decrease the velocity when detecting a close human. It 
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can be noticed that the simulation times of these scenarios are more scattered, indicating that human positioning and 
human interference can significantly influence the completion time or even the completion of the collaboration task.  

Table 2. 13 different simulations with dynamic factors. 

 
Fig. 6. Box plot of simulation times of scenarios with different dynamic factors. 

 
Five dynamic factors with different permutations in an HRC assembly case study are modelled in event-based 

simulations. The simulations can create insights into operational behaviours and improve the system’s productivity. 
Moreover, the simulated HRC system is robust to the simulated dynamic factors. Incorporating the uncertainties in 
the simulation can be useful for trustable validation of any future modifications, thus making the human-robot 
collaborative system more robust. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper systematically modelled and analysed dynamic factors in human-robot collaboration manufacturing 
systems through the development of digital simulations of HRC scenarios while considering the dynamic nature of 
humans and the environment. HRC manufacturing environments are complex and dynamic, which offers significant 
challenges to achieving safe and efficient human-robot collaborations. In this work, possible dynamic factors that 
bring uncertainties into HRC systems were summarised. Afterwards, five key dynamic factors in HRC assembly 
scenarios, including human task completion time, task sequence, unexpected obstacles, robot collaboration mode 
switches and close humans, were modelled and analysed in time-based simulations and event-based simulations. 

No.  Random human 
task time 

Obstacle 
existence 

Random 
sequence 

Mode 
 

Random 
close human 

Comments 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 

 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
✓ 

 
 
✓ 
 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 

F 
F 
F 
F 
C 
F 
F 
C 
F 
C 
F 
C 
F 

 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
 
/✓ 
✓ 
/✓ 
✓ 
/✓ 
✓ 

Time-based, no dynamic factors 
Random human task time 

Random assembly sequence 
Random obstacle exists 

Collaboration mode: 250 mm/s [13] 
Human randomly works close to robot 

    
C mode (collaboration mode): robot 
moves with safe reduced speed as 

250 mm/s 
F mode (full industry speed mode): robot 

moves with full industry speed   
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Time-based simulation simulates a single production cycle from start to finish with a pre-defined sequence of 
operations, while event-based simulation provides an approach to model the dynamic factors by defining logics 
between the task operations, thus event-based simulation contributes to model more realistic and robust HRC systems. 
The system was robust to the uncertainties, and the impacts of the dynamic factors were analysed. The simulations 
can create insights into operational behaviour and improve the system’s productivity. Moreover, incorporating the 
uncertainties in the simulation can contribute to the future design of HRC systems and can be useful for the trustable 
validation of any future modifications, making the human-robot collaborative system more robust. In the future, we 
will continue this research and expand the models to quantify the dynamic factors. We aim to develop methods to 
endow robots with the ability to adapt to the uncertainties in HRC systems. Moreover, the simulations with different 
modelled dynamic factors will be used to train the robot to learn how to plan and react to the uncertainties, thus making 
the robot truly adaptable.  
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